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In dieser Einheit befassen wir uns mit der EOF Analysis - Empirical Orthogonal Function Analysis 
(aka PCA – ‚Principal Component Analysis‘). Die Ergebnisse verwenden wir hier um die Transfer-
Funktion (LASC->LOSC) vermittels einer Multiplen Linearen Regression ‚MLR‘ zu formulieren. 

Remark: One typical problem in Climate Research is that we are  very often confronted 
with truly large datasets -- large in the sense of the size of the data in space and time. 
This means we have to deal frequently with very high dimensional problems - think, for 
instance, of gridded datasets established from measurements or forced by assumptions 
of future pathways of manhood (e.g. HISTALP, Reanalysis data, the output of GCM 
projections for the future or GCM reconstruction of historical climate evolutions, etc.). 
Note: EOF Analysis is a technique that helps us reducing the dimensionality of such 
datasets, without loosing much information contained in the data. Btw, EOF Analysis is a 
standard procedure that is used in many fields outside the realm of Climate Research too 
(face detection, geophysical prospecting, informatics, computer sciences, financial 
transactions, psychological behavior of man, flora and fauna, and I think - well I am 
almost sure - that off-springs of EOF Analyses are applied to simplify the analysis of 
experiments at CERN or elsewhere - you know - everywhere large amounts of data are in 
play, etc.). Hence, it is good to know how EOF works – here and perhaps later on in your 
professional life -- simply since the area of EOF application is tremendously wide.
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Motivation: we want to derive local scale (LOSC) climate change projections from large scale 
(LASC) GCM projections, which are used e.g. in Impact Research (public protection, tourism,
forestry, farming, transport networks, hydrobiology, health, …) to support decision-making.

-> this will be done by Downscaling (von Storch et al. 1993). We will use ‚statistical/stochastic Downscaling‘ to
derive so-called transfer-functions (from observations made in the past), which cascade down information
from the large-scale (LASC; e.g. provided by Reanalyses) to the local-scale (LOSC; e.g. records from weather
stations – or on grids -- across the Greater Alpine Region (GAR) in Europe). These transfer-functions have to
be calibrated (established) in one part of the observation period and validated (tested) in another part. This is
needed to access the performance of our models/transfer-functions; we’ll talk a lot about that later).

I draw the entire picture just to make you know
why we carry out the following steps, ok?

Once we are satisfied with the performance of our
transfer-functions, we’ll apply them to ensem-
bles of GCM projections driven by different socio-
economic pathways of mankind (SRES, RCPs).
This is our statistical Downscaling approach.

I know, I‘ve told you all that already – it‘s a
repetition. Please see it as a service to your
complete satisfaction .
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We want to derive LOSC climate change projections from LASC GCM projections 

As you have by now the whole roadmap in your head – let’s focus 
on our first step. On LASC we consider the atmospheric evolution 
over the North Atlantic, the Mediterranean and Europe (50W-30E 
and 35N-65N, Let’s call this geographic sector ‘NAEU’ with e.g. 429 
gridpoints). On LOSC we take into account records at stations or 
at grids over GAR. 

Now we want to derive LOSC climate change projections until 2100 for seasonal precipitation and 
temperature across GAR. These projections will be downscaled from LASC climate change projections
of SLP, Spec.Hum at 700 hPa and TMP at 850 hPa (that is our minimum selection and based on my
expertise – in case we have left some spare time we‘ll look into other fields too (e.g. ΔGPH 500-850 …).

We have four seasons. So we will distingish winter(DJF) from spring(MAM), summer(JJA) and
fall(SON). A transfer-function that connects e.g. the DJF behaviour of the atmosphere (e.g. SLP and TMP850) 
across NAEU from 1948 to e.g. 1980 (1≤ t ≤ 33) to the temperature record over the same period at a
LOSC station/gridpoint ‚k‘ in 
winter may look like:
e.g.: 1≤ i ≤ 429
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A transfer-function (i.e. Downscaling-Model) links LASC TMP850 and SLP Reanalyses to temperature records 
at gridpoints/stations in the Greater Alpine Region (GAR).  This way we can downscale LASC SLP/TMP850 
atmospheric information to LOSC gridpoints/stations. Our transfer-function (TF) approach (MLR) would e.g. 
consist of for each season and every station of a set of MLR coefficients [ak,0, ak,1

SLP,…, ak,429
TMP850] linking LASC 

(Reana-)fields (given at 429 gridpoints) to LOSC station (e.g. temperature) records – ok? got that? I is in fact 
simple, but important that you grasp that. Take your time. I know, this is perhaps new for you!
The problem with our statistical Downscaling model is: (a) that our equation for winter temperature and s
tation k carries 859 coefficients and we have only 33 observations. That‘s much to less to fix 859 coefficients 
(i.e. our TF coefficients for each station). 

(b) our model contains (perhaps) many time series at LASC 
gridpoints  (right hand side of the equation) which are not 
significant (unimportant, as their ‚wiggle-waggle’ in time is
in fact of no physical relevance considering the evolution 
winter temperatures at LOSC gridpoint/station k. 
Since I am telling you these facts over and over you might be 
bored. I am sorry. Now, EOF is a strategy to address these 
Issues. (There are mathematical subtleties involved with the number
of gridpoints/stations and the number of ‚time points‘/observations,
which are not essential right now, but I will come back to them later.)

We want to derive LOSC climate change projections from LASC GCM projections 

our flip-book/Daumenkino
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I start with a good and perhaps one not so good announcement: 
(1) our discussion today, which we will carry out together on the blackboard, is in fact not very difficult; 
(2) some basic knowledge regarding linear Algebra  (inner products, matrices, Eigenwert Problems, etc. ) is 

required. So you may have to recall some minor knowledge. 

* Concerning the literature – I would suggest VonStorch and Zwiers 1999 and  Prixoto and Oort 1991 (albeit 
there are some slight obscurities contained in the derivation). 

* We will follow a concept that I think is most appropriate – particular concerning our goal! That means 
after this lecture you should at least exactly know what to do in order to reduce the dimension of LASC 
dataset and ‘filter away’ irrelevant data without loosing the important information contained within the 
dataset (our flip book). So, an EOF Analysis reduces the dimensionality of datasets and filters out noise. 

The following steps we will discussed qualitatively and carried out together on the blackboard: 
1) The word ‚pattern‘ is rather general – it is applicable to the geographical maps: T 2-dimensional matrices  

T is the number of observations (seasons from e.g. 1948-2016= 69) and N refers to the number of 
gridpoints  (e.g. 429 for NAEU). Think of our flip book on the previous slide. (!) The 2-dim. charts of our 
flip book can be thought of as 1-dim. vectors of length N (e.g. 429), ok? This means we have T (69) 
vectors of length N, right? We can arrange these vectors in a T x N matrix. Whatever goes on in an N 
dimensional space is to be represented by N N-dimensional vectors – the basis {a1, a2, …, aN}. 

Let us now concentrate on the EOF Analysis (PCA)  - we think (for a moment) just on data given 
on a grid (like SLP across NAEU) at many points in time (e.g. Jan.1948, …, Dec.2013) 
like our flip book on the previous slide
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2) Since we are interested in changes visible when we flip through our book (discussion of several 
examples) and not in the average values around which these changes take place, we subtract the 
average value at each gridpoint (around which these changes take place). This gives us N anomaly time-
series  of length T. 

3) Thinking of our observation matrix this means: subtracting from each column the mean of the column. 
This gives us a TxN ‘Anomaly matrix’. Let’s call this matrix F (in accordance to Peixoto and Oort 1992).

4) So, F contains T anomaly-patterns (vectors of length N). In case there are similarities between the 
vectors (pattern) at different instances in time they will be close in our N dimensional space. In case 
vectors (pattern) at different observation instances have very little in common, they will be farther 
apart in space. 

5) As such we can expect some ‘clusters’ in our N dimensional space (these would refer to common 
‘mountains’ and ‘valleys’ in our flip book, which we see appear often when we go through the pages –
this and all examples I bring up are just ideas to make you ‘feel’ what I am speaking about, ok?). Hence, 
these clusters are made up by groups of vectors (pattern), which share much similarity. (Btw.: In general 
N needs to be smaller than T, meaning that we have more than N observed pattern/vector-anomalies (T>N) in our N 

dimensional space.)  

Let us now concentrate on the EOF Analysis (PCA)  - we think (for a moment) just on data given 
on a grid (like SLP across NAEU) at many points in time (e.g. Jan.1948, …, Dec.2013) 
like our flip book on the previous slide
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6) THE MAIN IDEA is: we want to construct a basis {EOF1, …EOFN} – instead of {a1, a2, …, aN} -- that depicts 
these clusters as best as can be. EOF1 should represent the ‘most important’ cluster, EOF2  the ‘second most 
important’, etc..  Another way to explain what we are doing is: these clusters indicate ‘the centers of action’, 
since we investigate anomalies, i.e. variations at each gridpoint amongst their mean values. Our flip book 
presents us a ‘movie’ when we flip through, which is based on T N-dimensional vectors-every observation 
between 1 and T corresponds to one page consisting of N (e.g. 429) gridpoints, right? However, there may 
be groups of pages (i.e. patterns, vectors), which look rather similar. Say page 5, 9, 16, 27, 58, 63, … look 
alike and perhaps pages 7, 12, 21, 32, 50, … look alike and pages …. look alike -- got the idea? The number of 
our groups/clusters is in general far less than T (it would be T only if the pages have nothing in common at 
all). Now imagine we take for each group/cluster the most representative vector/pattern. Then each page of 
our flip book should be describable by a linear-combination of our most representative vectors/pattern. 
Perhaps not perfectly but in general by far good enough. Thus for picturing each page of our flip book we 
need – say 5 vectors/pattern (vector1 to vector5 are those representing the main centers/clusters/groups 
best):
pattern/paget= ct

1* EOF1 + ct
2  * EOF2 + ct

3 * EOF3 + ct
4 * EOF4+ at

5* EOF5 instead of

pattern/paget= at
1*a1 + at

2*a2 + at
3*a3 + at

4*a4 + … + at
N*aN N (0=e.g. 429)                 so 5 instead of 429!

which describe page t – and hence all pages 1≤ t≤ T very tightly. This allows us to display our flip book movie
by linear-combinations of 5 N-dimensional vectors/patterns {e1, …e5} and NOT by N N-dimensional vectors
{a1, a2, …, aN} – ok? This is the Idea of EOF and all filtering, data reducing techniques! (5 << N e.g. 429)!!!

Let us now concentrate on the EOF Analysis (PCA)  - we think (for a moment) just on data given 
on a grid (like SLP across NAEU) at many points in time (e.g. Jan.1948, …, Dec.2013) like our flip book 
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Further discussion highlighting the challenge we face + a bit of formalism 

When are two vectors/pattern x, y ‚close‘ to each other? One answer may be: in case their inner 
product is large: <x|y>= cos(angle between x and y)/[norm(x)*norm(y)]

A trivial example: think of just one observation – i.e. for instance only one page/pattern/vector 
of our flip book. What would be the EOF best representing this pattern/vector/page? 
-> The vector/pattern/page itself – no, the vector/… itself times 5 – no, the vector/… itself times 
1000 -- no, the vector/… itself times 1000000 -- … . 

So, we should demand that EOFs needs to have a particular length, right? The length (norm) of 
EOFs is generally set to 1: <EOFi|EOFi>= 1. Ok. And we do not want them to ‘overlap’ – this 
means the information (e.g. of our movie) carried by any EOF should not be repeatedly carried 
(not even in parts) by another EOF. Mathematically this reads as follows: <EOFi|EOFj>= δij

Summary: we are looking for a basis {EOF1, …EOFN} picturing atmospheric processes (our flip 
book movie) not by N (recall T<N) vectors but by linear-combinations of a small subgroup of 
EOFs (not N =429 but e.g. 5)! With other Words: in order to describe every wiggle waggle at 
all grid-points (that are of no significance to our problem) we need  429 EOFs – BUT to picture, 
say, 90% of the atm. variability/dynamics only e.g. 5 EOFs are required. & THAT’s the POINT!!!
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By now, I hope the idea is perfectly clear and hence we turn to some
minor pieces of mathematical formalism

• We have discussed that the inner product of vectors/pattern (I will not continue to always write 
down several forms allowing us to display information e.g. SLP fields – I have done that for long 

enough now and think you have caught on to the idea) tells us about their commonness. If they are 
parallel the absolute value of their inner product is large (in case their lengths are normed to 
unity the inner product gives 1 or -1).
• So if we are looking for a particular vector that has most in common with all observed 
vectors (pages of our flip book) we would want the absolute values of its inner products with all 
observed pattern to be as large as possible: 

This is an extreme value problem (a variation 
problem with constraints)
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You may want to remember: 

As discussed on the blackboard we can write the variational problem stated on the previous 
page in matrix-form. In matrix form this reads (please try out yourself): 

By now, I hope the idea is perfectly clear and hence we turn to some
minor pieces of mathematical formalism

You may recall from school that extreme value 
problems under constraints are solved by intro-
ducing so called ‘Lagrange multipliers’ and by 
differentiating pertaining functions made up by
the extreme value problem plus the constraint.
In variational analysis this formulated in the so-
called Euler differential equations:

[F- λG]ei
= (F- λG),ei

- d,t(F- λG),e‘i
= 0

FFT= R is the covariance matrix, which tells us the variational character amongst all gridpoints 
through time. On its diagonal it carries all variances and the off-diagonal elements are the 
covariances. R is obviously symmetric and positive definite.
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After differentiating the equation and setting it zero, we obtain the following form:

By now, I hope the idea is perfectly clear and hence we turn to some
minor pieces of mathematical formalism

An Eigenvalue-Problem, which is solved by Eigen-
vectors (we named them sometimes ei or EOFi

throughout this script). These ei or EOFi satisfy the
condition of ‘being close’ to most (please recall
our detailed discussion) observations/-
vectors/pattern/pages (you know ) and are
orthonormal.
Solving this Eigenvalue problems gives us a new
basis {EOF1, EOF2, …, EOFN}, which allows us to
‘diagonalize’ the matrix of our Eigenvalue
problem: (R- λ1)EOFi = 0.

The ‘new matrix’ is a diagonal matrix carrying the Eigenvalues on its diagonal and 0 elsewhere.
Since R (the covariance matrix) is symmetric and positive definite its trace is conserved under
basis transformations - meaning that the trace of R i.e. the sum of the variances at all gridpoints
is equal the sum of the Eigen-values λi. As for that λi/Sumi(λi) *100 gives the percentage
of the variance simulated by the corresponding Eigenvector – i.e. the ith EOF.
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Conclusions  EOFs, time coefficients and our flip book movie

We calculated a new basis for our observations {EOF1, …EOFN}, which is colsest (in the sense of 
max. squared projections on all observed pattern/vectors/pages …  and which is orthonormal) to
the observations (our anomalies). We further know that the the EOFs are the ‚Eigenvectors‘ of our
variational problem under a constraint (R- 1λ)EOFi = 0  , 1≤ i ≤ N on top of that we are aware of the
fact that (λi /  Σ λj )*100 gives the percentage of variance simulated by the corresponding EOFi.

What means that 4 our SLP flip book movie? This means that we need only e.g. 5 basisvectors
(EOFs) to show over 90% of the dynamics instead of 429 basisvectors {a1, a2, …, aN=429}. 
Hence, we can display the movie without loosing important information by using only 1.2 % of the 
total basis -- i.e. {EOF1, …, EOF5}, instead of {a1, a2, …, aN}. So we reduced the dimension of our 
problem (429-> 5) by filtering away noise and catching 90% of the information. Each page (vector, 
pattern) of our movie is now described by:              instead of: 

<f(t)|EOFk > are called time coefficients of the EOFs (aka pcs). I’d call them the kthcomponent 
of the observed anomaly vector at time-point t (as that’s what it is ).

Focus on relevant 
dimensions leads 
to a 98,8% data 
reduction but we 
still keep the dynamics

aka ‘principal components, pcs’
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An example, which is rather similar to SLP – we focus on a flip book
describing winter GPHT from e.g. 1948 to 2016 (T=69 and N=429)

via these 5 EOFs (linear-combinations) we can display way over 90% of the variance 
(‘the action’ ) contained in our flip book movie!
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Our great goal: deriving local/regional scale climate change projections for Central 
Europe! since we are now aware of the theoretical background I‘d like to mention
recepies 

* I have offered several times meet up with all of you in case there are problems concerning EOF.
I suggested to come next time (or whenever you want) an hour earlier to the lecture so that we
can – if there are any problems left– discuss your problems. It‘s your choice. Distinguish winter
(DJF) from spring (MAM), summer (JJA), fall (SON) and do the following
analysis for each season separately.

RECIPE:
(i) establish the observation matrix (T rows, N columns), then you should (ii) subtract the average values
of each row from each row (subtracting the mean value at each station from its time series). This gives you
the TxN Anomaly matrix F (see before). The next step (iii) is to built the covariance-matrix: multiply FT with F.
(iv) enter this matrix to the Python program which solves the Eigenvalue problem – this program returns
EOFs and Eigenvalues and perhaps the time coefficients corresponding to the EOFs. You may want to check
whether the sum of all Eigenvalues equals the trace of the covariance matrix (see above) – i.e. the sum of
all variances of our flip book. (v) plot the EOFs as pattern – just as SLP patterns over NAEU; (vi) Plot the
Eigenvalues (x-y diagram x: number of Eigenvalue, y: logarithm of their values*); (vii) figure out how many
EOFs are needed to explain at least 90% of the variance (see above) – let’s say K are required; (vii) built the
time coefficients ai(t)= <F(t)| EOFi> for the EOFs i=1, .., K. (viii) Plot the time coefficients (x-y diagram) x: time,

y: value. *this will help us decide how many EOFs to retain (plse see next page)!
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Next time we will repeat how to procede with the Analog Method – in fact
You know all that‘s necessary by now already 

The above plot: the LEV – logarithm of 
Eigenvalue-plot sometimes called ‘Scree 
Test’ helps us decide how many EOFs 
to retain. Steep steps in the sequence 
of Log(Eigenvalues) indicate where to
‘stop’. This plot suggests to retain 5 EOFs for instance. However, this method is a little weak as it is very 
subjective. There are other methods too (e.g. ‘North’s rule of thumb’) – anyway, all methods carry a certain 
amount of subjectivity. 

This plot shows (as already discussed) where we’ll use our EOF 
time coefficients to establish and validate our Downscaling models.
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Thank you very much for your attention and 
please never forget to ask in case something 
appears mysterious to you! 


